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Latest Abatement System Installation Marks a Milestone of 
Success for Edwards 
Edwards now has 10,000 inward fired combustion abatement systems installed in semiconductor fabs worldwide; its 

abatement solutions have prevented over 14 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions from being released into 

the atmosphere in 2017.  

 

SAN FRANCISCO – SEMICON West (11 July 2018) – Edwards Vacuum, a leading manufacturer of vacuum and 

abatement solutions, announces a milestone of 10,000 Edwards inward fired combustion abatement systems 

installed worldwide. Edwards calculates that its abatement systems have prevented emissions equivalent to over 

14 million tons of carbon dioxide in 2017. 

 

“The safety and efficiency of our Atlas abatement solutions have been key factors for success with our customers 

worldwide,” said Scott Balaguer, Vice President & General Manager, Semiconductor Division North America. “Close 

collaboration between our applications support team and customers has been essential; it has allowed us to 

develop and continually improve solutions tailored for specific semiconductor processes.”  

 

Balaguer adds, “Today, we celebrate this milestone as a tribute to the successful partnerships that we have had 

with our customers over the years. These partnerships have enabled us to truly understand our customers’ 

changing processes and develop the best solutions for their needs.” 

 

Edwards has installed 10,000 inward fired combustion systems in semiconductor fabs world-wide since the 

product was introduced over two decades ago. The first standalone inward fired combustion abatement system 

was launched in 1994 as a solution for the reduction of greenhouse emissions in semiconductor fabs. Since then, 

the Atlas platform has been extended to include both standalone abatement and integrated vacuum/abatement 

models, including variants to target specific semiconductor processes (and the abatement of their specific gases 
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and emissions) and provide the best possible performance and efficiency in each case. Many of the first-built 

systems are still running in fabs today. 

 

Further information about Edwards can be found at www.edwardsvacuum.com. 

 

About Edwards 
Edwards is a leading developer and manufacturer of sophisticated vacuum products, exhaust management systems and related 
value-added services. Edwards solutions are integral to manufacturing processes for semiconductors, flat panel displays, LEDs 
and solar cells. They are also used within an increasingly diverse range of industrial processes including power, glass and other 
coating applications; steel and other metallurgy; pharmaceutical and chemical; and for scientific instruments in a wide range 
of R&D applications. 
 
Edwards has over 4,000 employees worldwide engaged in the design, manufacture and support of high technology vacuum 
and exhaust management equipment and has state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities in Europe, Asia and North America. 
Edwards is part of the Atlas Copco group. 
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